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Manolo Blahnik x Vetements , exclus ively on Net-A-Porter

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Footwear label Manolo Blahnik has teamed with French fashion label Vetements to "add polish to streetwear" in a
Net-A-Porter exclusive.

The Manolo Blahnik x Vetements capsule collection of footwear will be exclusive to the online retailer. The
collection itself has received a lot of attention due to Manolo Blahnik's enthusiastic following and the near-constant
buzz surrounding Vetements, a mainly anonymous design collective fronted by Demna Gvasalia, who also doubles
as Balenciaga's creative director.

Urban finery
In an email campaign, Net-A-Porter broke the news that the "shoes you have been waiting for" have finally arrived
exclusively online.

The email also includes three images showing styles available in the capsule, such as an electric-blue satin pump,
over-the-knee boots and an ankle bootie with a stiletto heel.
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Manolo Blahnik x Vetements, available exclusively on Net-A-Porter

Net-A-Porter carries seven footwear styles designed by Vetements and Manolo Blahnik. The capsule includes a mix
of heels and boots, ranging in price from $1,585 for slingback pumps to $4,590 for thigh-high boots in bright-orange
satin.

All styles have been handmade in Italy.

Net-A-Porter also carries apparel and accessories from Vetements' primary collections.

Manolo Blahnik x Vetements, available exclusively on Net-A-Porter

Manolo Blahnik tapped pop culture sensation Rihanna's unique style sensibility for a design collaboration in March
2016.

Together, the singer and the brand's eponymous designer envisioned six limited-edition styles in denim, mixing the
house style with Rihanna's artistry. Rihanna's popularity and global audience have led to a number of fashion and
luxury partnerships, including campaigns for Dior and Balmain as well as a gig as creative director of Kering's
Puma (see story).
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